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For the past year of 2009 since my
first visit to the doctor, the pain
worsened and every time I ate, it caused
me to cry out in pain; I didn’t know what
was wrong. I loved my food, but eating
caused discomfort, which got slowly
worse. I was very uncomfortable at meal
times.
My mummy never knew because we
all got fed separately in the kitchen with
the door closed. You see, my friend and
canine companion was very greedy and
wanted all my food after she had gulped
hers down. She is a Timber Wolf mix
and I am a Shepherd mix with a tiny bit
of Arctic wolf. I do have another friend
who lives with us, but he is not greedy,
so we can eat together.
My name is Peiko. I am an eightyear-old German Shepherd/Husky/Arctic
wolf mix and weigh 70 pounds. I have
lived in St. Augustine, FL, since I was 3
months old with my mummy and my two
canine friends Tina, who is five years
old, and Blue, who is one year old.
In the spring of 2009, I went to see

my vet and
he did an
endoscopy
to see down
into my esophagus and
stomach.
When
Dr.
Shelton (my
vet) and my
m u m m y
looked down
the scope, they found some ulcers near
my stomach at the cardiac sphincter
where the stomach and the esophagus
join. Dr. Shelton told us this was a rare
condition for a dog.
I was given three types of
medication, an antibiotic for a week,
Carafate daily for a month & 5 mg of
Raglan with each meal (I had two meals
a day). Dr. Shelton told my mummy I
was to return if needed.
One year later, in January 2010, my
mummy took me back because my
condition got worse and I was still in
pain when I was eating. When I saw Dr
Shelton this time, I had to swallow some
barium with a little dog food, then I laid
down on a table very still while he Xrayed me. Dr Shelton wanted to see if I
had a mega-esophagus, which is a
condition where the esophagus balloons
out before the stomach and acts like a
‘holding area’ for food, which could cause
a lot of pain
Dr Shelton viewed the X-rays and
found no mega-esophagus or gross
abnormalities but referred me to a
specialist in Jacksonville for further
tests. An appointment was made for the
following week at Northeast Veterinary
Specialists for another endoscopy that
(Continued on page 4)
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We would like to hear from our members! What would
you like to learn more about? Do you have an animal
with a specific medical condition and want to learn
more about it? Do you have a puppy or a senior and
would like to learn more about behavior? Do you have
specific questions you would like us to answer? We
will try to address your questions or concerns.

Florida Lupine Association

A Federal Non-Profit Organization
EIN: 59-3586075
Dedicated to Being Florida’s
Responsible Voice for Wolfdogs

Letters, Advertisements & Pictures
should be sent to
Joan Ford, Editor
7217 SW 85 Terrace
Gainesville, FL 32608
Phone: (352) 376-2083
E-Mail: editor@floridalupine.org
All submissions will become property of
Florida Lupine unless accompanied by a SASE.
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FLA Acknowledgements
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●
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All original art, photos, drawings, articles and other material
within this newsletter are Copyright © and are the property of
FLA, Inc., except where otherwise indicated and credited.
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To the many people who have contributed to the FLA
Auction. There were some beautiful items for auction!
To Tom for once again offering his services as FLA’s
incredible auctioneer.
To Mayo for cooking endless hotdogs and hamburgers on
Friday and Saturday at the Rendezvous.
To those individuals who volunteered their time and
services in helping out with the Rendezvous.
To Sara and Peiko for their informative article on
esophageal stricture.
To Richard, Rebecca, Juan, Chris, Kastle, & Joan for their
photo contributions for the phenotyping article.
To Kim for her articles and chart on wolf and dog
identification and phenotyping.
To Kim for compiling and formatting the Rendezvous
members insert.
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From the Desk of the Treasurer

From the Desk of the President

By Andrea Bannon

By Mayo Wetterberg

I want to thank everyone who renewed their dues and
to extend a WARM WELCOME to the new members who
joined FLA; we are here for you and will be happy to
answer any questions you may have or to help in any way
we can to make living with your wolfdogs a very happy
and healthy experience. Please feel free to call on us if
you have a question or situation you don’t understand or if
you need any help. There are many years of experience
you may draw on among the board and the membership.
Another FLA Rendezvous has come and gone. I want
to thank all those who came and participated in the 2010
events—and to those who could not make it this year, you
were greatly missed. Hopefully, the economy will turn
around and next year we will have a banner turn out.
Each year in planning the Rendezvous, the
directors worry if there is going to be enough food for all
the people; thanks to everyone who brought food items! If
anyone went away hungry, it was their own fault because
we had plenty of food!
From a Treasurer’s standpoint, this year’s Rendezvous was not as prosperous as previous years’, but
considering the current economy, we fared well. With the
memberships, auction, CD and t-shirt sales, donations,
and raffle, we came up with $761.00 to add to the FLA
treasury. I will provide a full report in the fall newsletter.
Again, thanks to all and please remember to renew
your memberships when due. There are also CD’s and tshirts available for purchasing. And the Disaster Relief
Fund is nearly depleted, so if you do have some extra
cash and wish to donate to a tax deductible charity,
please consider contributing to the Fund.

As the hot season fast approaches, its hard to believe
another Spring Rendezvous is complete and behind us. I’d
like to thank all those who worked to put the event
together. Even though we are at the same location as we
have been before, and have a fairly simple schedule, there
is still a lot of effort in planning each area and making it all
work. And then, the actual event is way too short—it
seems to be over before we get started. Still, it is a great
time, and I am glad for all that came, brought your critters,
and made it another successful rendezvous. We came
away with several great ideas to expand the attendance
and schedule to make next year even better.
For those of you who missed the rendezvous or didn’t
get a copy of the “Ten Years of FLA” disk, we still have
some left. Please contact Joan Ford if you want one. The
cost is $6.00 including mailing. The CD is a complete
collection of the Newsletters from our first ten years. All the
articles are there, and the Newsletter pictures are in color.
It’s a great source of information for any wolfdog owner,
and provides a great starting place for a friend who may
have gotten their first wolfdog.
We did not get the CD from the past rendezvous
events completed, but that CD will be completed very soon
and will contain photos of all the dog shows, people and
presentations from the past ten years. There will be ads in
the FLA Newsletter and on the website for ordering them
as soon as they are ready. So if you want ten years of
puppy pictures and “younger” looking people—this is
definitely for you!!
For those of you following the legislative attempts to
enact breed-specific legislation (BSL), you will be happy to
know that every HSUS-backed proposal died in committee.
The Florida statute forbidding Counties from enacting any
BSL statutes remains the law. There will be no adverse
legislation this year. However, those who would do away
with certain breeds (whether enforceable or not) will no
doubt be back next year for another try. So stay
connected—here, and through the members email group.
We will maintain our watch and post any intended changes
that may affect you as a wolfdog owner.

From the Desk of the Secretary
By Jill Parker
During this quarter, seventeen (17) members renewed
their FLA memberships, six (6) of whom are from out of state
and eleven (11) of whom reside in Florida. Five (5) new
members—all residents of Florida—joined the organization
this past quarter. We would like to bring in more new
members, so please help spread the word about FLA to other
wolfdog owners, encouraging them to join the organization.
While FLA has received informational requests via
email, we have not received mail out requests for any of the
educational packets listed below: (1) considerations before
acquiring a wolfdog; (2) wolfdog breeding and breeder
information; (3) containment and enrichment information; (4)
reading and understanding canine behavior; and (5) canine
domestication and genetics. While all of the above information
is provided on our website (www.floridalupine.org), these
packets are also free to those who are interested in receiving
them. If you know of any individual or animal agency who
would like a wolfdog informational packet, please contact
FLA at info@floridalupine.org.

Thank you Mayo &
Jody for the
meals you cook for
the hungry folks
who attended the
FLA Rendezvous
(2010). We
appreciate what
you do every year!
Many thanks from
all of us!!!
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How to Estimate the Age of Dogs in Human Years
By Drs. Foster & Smith, Veterinary & Aquatic Services Department
Adult Size in Pounds

Q. How do I determine how old my dog is?
A. Determining the age of a dog
Except in young dogs, determining the age of a dog is an
'educated guess,' at best.
The age of puppies less than 7 months of age can be
determined by which temporary and permanent teeth are
present.
Using radiographs (x-rays), the presence or absence of
growth areas of the bones in young dogs (up to about one
year of age) can help determine age. Radiographs are rarely
taken for this purpose, however.
In older dogs, age is generally estimated by the wear on
the teeth. Unfortunately, this can be influenced by the size
and breed of the dog, the dog's diet and chewing habits, the
shape and positioning of the jaws, and the amount of dental
care the dog has received.
Graying of the hair is not a good indication of age –
some animals begin to gray at 3 or 4 years of age.

Age
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21-50

51-90

Over 90

6

40

42

45

49

7

44

47

50

56

8

48

51

55

64

9

52

56

61

71

10

56

60

66

78

11

60

65

72

86

12

64

69

77

93

13

68

74

82

101

14

72

78

88

108

15

76

83

93

115

16

80

87

99

123

17

84

92

104

18

88

96

109

'Senior'

19

92

101

115

'Geriatric'

20

96

105

120

Relative Age of Your Dog in Human Years

Dog years in human terms
The old adage that one 'dog' year equalled seven
'human' years was quite a generalization. The size of the dog
plays a large role in determining the relative age of a dog in
human years, as you can see from the table below. Those
ages depicted in gray signify a 'senior' dog, while those in
blue would be 'geriatric.' One must realize these are rather
arbitrary classifications and not set in stone.
(Continued from page 1)

could go further into the digestive
tract and get photo-graphs.
The day arrived for my
appointment in Jacksonville, and I
had not eaten since the night
before. We set off early from home
in St. Augustine, driving north for
about 40 miles. My new vet was
Dr. Levine, and she was going to
do the endoscopy. Once at the
hospital, I was taken back where
the ‘nurses’ checked my vital signs
and then gave me an anesthetic, so
I would be asleep while they
performed the endoscopy.
Later that day my mummy
came to pick me up and get the
results of the test. The doctor had
taken photos of my esophagus,
stomach, and my small intestine.

The oldest recorded age of a dog is 29 years old.

Copyright © 2010 Drs. Foster and Smith, Inc. Reprinted as a
courtesy and with permission from PetEducation.com
(www.PetEducation.com). Call 1-800-323-4208 to order their
free pet supply catalog, or visit their online store at
www.DrsFosterSmith.com.

Everything looked normal in my
stomach and small intestine, but
my esophagus showed a stricture
right before the entrance to the
stomach (at the cardiac sphincter of

I’m Peiko, and this is me before I got sick.

the stomach).
It appeared that the healed
ulcers had formed scar tissue, which
had, in turn, caused a narrowing of
my esophagus to only 20 mm; such a
small pathway could not stretch
enough for food to pass through.
Treatment was in two phases.
First, daily treatment was simple:
A. Three puréed meals a day.
B. Carafate for two months before
meals.
C. Prilosec daily for possible acid
reflux.
Next, should the opening grow
smaller as the scar tissue tightens
or restricts the pathway, then the
opening could be stretched under
anesthetic by a balloon catheter.
Today, Peiko is doing well on
three meals of puréed food and an
antacid a day.
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What is a Wolf ? And How Do You Know?
By Kim Miles

MYTH VS. FACT
How do you know with any certainty that a pet canine
is a wolf as opposed to a wolfdog or a dog? There is no
conclusive way to determine a wolf from a dog from a
wolfdog except (possibly) through genetic testing, and
such tests are not readily available to the public.
In his seminal work on wolfdogs, N.A. Iljin (1944)
found that “in many cases the wolf cannot be distinguished from the dog even at a short distance and vice
versa.” He further contends that even though a list of
characteristics specific to the wolf had been created by
both Brehm (1922) and Taenzer (1923), “there are none
essentially differentiating the wolf from the dog.” However,
in the last 100 years or so, dog fanciers have developed
strict standards each breed must adhere to, allowing one
to more easily distinguish between traits or characteristics
more consistent with wolves and those more commonly
found in certain dog breeds (see table on pages 8-9).
However, wolfdog rescuers, various Animal Control
personnel, and officers in the FL Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission, etc., have often been called to a location and been faced with the question, “Is this animal part
wolf?” Sometimes, the answer is obvious; but quite often,
it is not. As a result, FLA created a phenotyping pamphlet
that we broke down into a collection of articles for this
newsletter that should prove somewhat beneficial in addressing this question. To clarify, these phenotyping articles will not magically allow anyone to identify all wolfdogs. Such a thing is virtually impossible. Instead, they
are provided as a supplement to those who already have
some knowledge of wolf morphology (i.e., looks) and behavior; therefore, these articles should aid these people in
making a more educated determination as to the recent
presence of wolf within a canine.
In an effort to be as factual and comprehensive as
possible, FLA has consulted wildlife biologists and organizations to dispel common myths about wolves and wolfdogs: Nick Federoff and Ron Nowak, authors of numerous peer-reviewed wolf articles and creators of the current
wolf taxa used today; Monty Sloan of Wolf Park; David
Mech, Senior Research Biologist for the Department of
the Interior and Board member of the International Wolf
Center; etc. The following are a few corrections:

4.

5.

6.

7.

1. MYTH: If the animal barks, it is not a wolf. FACT:
Wolves can emit all sounds. Although wolves can
learn to bark (Iljin, 1944), it is uncommon; wolves do
not emit the “incessant barking” of a dog.
2. MYTH: Wolves can have curly tails. FACT: Wolves’ 8.
tails can be held at any angle or position but their tails
will not be curled over their backs like a Malamute or
Chow Chow carries its tail.
3. MYTH: If the ears are rounded and furred, it’s a
wolf. FACT: Wolves’ ears are rounded and furred, but

they are not more rounded and more furred than all
dogs’ ears. The ears of a Malamute or Chow, for example, are more rounded than those of a wolf.
MYTH: Wolves have a shallow chest in relation to a
dog of the same size. FACT: Wolves have deep, narrow, “keel-shaped” chests—not shallow chests (Mech,
1971).
MYTH: Wolves toes are big and more closely together than those of a dog. FACT: Wolves’ toes are
not necessarily closer together (they can be splayed)
and are more pronounced than many dogs’ toes.
MYTH: The wolf has a supracaudal scent gland on
the top of the tail at the base, identified by a dark
patch of fur. The dog has no such gland. FACT:
ALL wolves and ALL dogs have a precaudal scent
gland (or residual mark) with coarser hair marking the
spot a few inches from the base of the tail. Michael
Fox (1971) claims that it is “demarked by [a] dark
patch of hairs.” An article appearing in Dog World
magazine had this to say: “There will be a precaudal
gland, marked by a black spot of fur, on the top of the
tail [in wolves], several inches from the body, but this
is also present in dogs. Many people erroneously list
this scent gland as a major difference between wolves
and dogs” (Marar, 1993).
MYTH: Dogs are either very aggressive or friendly
toward human strangers. Wolves, by contrast,
tend to be very shy, may be ambivalent, or may
even appear to be afraid when approached. FACT:
There is no way to differentiate between wolf and dog
behavior in absolutes. While all wolf behavior may not
be found in any given type of dog, all dogs can display
various aspects of all wolf behaviors to some degree.
The degree will vary depending upon the breed and
the individual animal. Dogs are not just either friendly
or aggressive; poorly socialized dogs can also be shy
and/or fearful. According to an article in Dog World
magazine, Akita Rescue Society of America evaluated
64 Akitas in rescue and found that all of “[t]he young
dogs that were born and raised at [a] puppy mill were
extremely fearful, shy and needed a great deal of
work” (Bouyet, 1992). In addition, wolves are extremely curious animals (Mech, 1971; Fox, 1971) and
may show no fear of man through a deliberate socialization process, through a process called habituation,
or through selective breeding for friendliness toward
people—consciously or unconsciously (Ness, 2002). In
other words, “the basics of behavior are the same for
both animals”—wolves and dogs (Mech, 1991).
MYTH: Wolves howl at the full moon. FACT: Wolves
use vocal sounds to communicate. The moon has
nothing to do with the vocalizations of wolves. Sirens,
on the other hand, can trigger howl sessions—in
wolves, wolfdogs, and dogs.
(Continued on page 6)
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(Continued from page 5)

WOLF IDENTIFICATION CRITERIA
The easiest way to set up criteria for identifying wolves is to try isolating those characteristics both specific to wolves
and those that never occur in wolves. Because there are so many similarities between wolves and dogs, an individual
attempting to identify a wolf must apply the identification criteria collectively; in other words, for an animal to be
“identified” as a wolf using the following criteria, the animal must exhibit each and every trait in the “Always” category
and it must not exhibit any of the traits in the “Never” category. (Disclaimer: Although the criteria provided below are
as comprehensive as FLA deemed possible, an animal that is NOT a pure wolf might also exhibit every trait listed in
the “Always” category and might not exhibit any of the traits listed in the “Never” category. FLA assumes no liability for
animals misidentified as wolves by anyone adopting the criteria set forth in this document.)

ALWAYS
1. HEAD: Wolves have large, wedge-shaped heads,
averaging 9”-11” long and 5”-6” wide (Mech, 1971).
There is no pronounced stop (the forehead area that
slopes down to the nose) as in many dog breeds.
2. EYES: Wolves’ eyes are green, yellow or any shade
of brown (though dark brown is very uncommon).
3. EARS: Wolves’ ears are well-furred, nicely rounded
and are set high atop the head.
4. CHEST: Wolves have a very deep and narrow, keelshaped chest like the deep but narrow hull of a boat
(Mech, 1971). This is part of the reason their legs are
so close together when looking at them from the
front. The reason for such a chest is ease in
maneuvering/pushing through snow.
5. LEGS: Wolves’ legs are longer in relation to their
bodies than those of a dog. In addition, the
“forelimbs seem pressed into the chest, with elbows
turned inward and paws turned outward,” allowing
both the “fore and hind legs on the same side to
swing in the same line” (Iljin, 1944; Mech 1971).
6. FEET: Wolves’ feet are generally larger than a dogs’
and are shaped like a pentagon, leaving a
pentagonal print averaging 4½ to 5 inches in length
and width (Figure 1).
7. GAIT: While trotting or walking, wolves usually place
each hind print in their front prints, leaving a set of
prints that are linear, while the dog, on the other
hand, will generally place its “hindlegs between its
forelegs and leave an undulating sinusoid-like
trail” (Iljin, 1944; Mech 1971); however, Iljin (1944)
clarifies that he has “observed some working dogs …
with an almost typical wolf-gait as a consequence of
a wrong development of the leg set” (i.e., cow hock)
(Figure 2).
8. TOES: There are five toes on the front legs (one toe
being the dew claw further up the inside of the
foreleg) and four toes on the rear (no dew claws
present on the rear legs—a trait found in some
breeds of dog). Wolves’ toes are bigger and more
pronounced than most dogs’. All wolves (with the
exception of a few arctic wolves) have black toe
nails.
9. TAIL: All wolves have a precaudal scent gland,

identified by very coarse (darker or lighter) hairs; this
is NOT something found only in wolves, however. All
dogs have a precaudal scent gland or mark.
10. COAT: Wolves’ coats are coarse and are fairly long,
thinner in the summer and thicker in the winter
because of the dense undercoat.
11. AT BIRTH: Wolves are ALL born dark, even the
arctic wolves. They lighten gradually and show no
distinguishing coloration for a couple of weeks.
12. BREEDING SEASON: Wolves enter breeding
season between January and April, giving birth
between late March and June, “depending upon the
latitude, with the animals in the highest latitudes
generally having the latest season” (Mech, 1971).

NEVER
1. Wolves will NEVER have a pronounced stop or a
blocky (or squared) head.
2. Wolves will NEVER have large, German-Shepherdtype or unfurred ears.
3. Wolves will NEVER be barrel-chested.
4. Wolves will NEVER have limbs that are short in
relation to their bodies or elbows that angle out, away
from the chest.
5. Wolves will NEVER have small or pointed feet.
6. Wolves will NEVER have rear dew claws or white,
pink or opaque (except for arctics) nails.
7. Wolves will NEVER produce the same sort of tracks
as a dog while trotting or walking (the tracks
produced while running are similar in both animals).
8. Wolves will NEVER have a tail that touches the
ground or one that curls over the back like a
Malamute or Chow Chow.
9. Wolves will NEVER have a single (i.e., no underfur),
short, spotted, or long and silky coat.
10. Wolves will NEVER be born light or with distinct,
marked coloration/patterns.
11. Wolves will NEVER show sharp delineation in color
or pattern at any time in their lives (i.e., the colors
BLEND into each other).
12. Wolves will NEVER come into season or be born in
the summer or the fall.
13. Wolves will NEVER have a pink nose.
14. Wolves will NEVER have blue or black eyes.

F L O R ID A L UP I NE N EWS

Again, while the above items may help in trying to
identify pure wolves, they MUST be applied collectively
and the individual evaluating the animal MUST take into
consideration that some dogs and wolfdogs will very likely
exhibit some of the same physical characteristics, especially those with recent wolf inheritance (as designated by
its filial or “F” number1) and higher content wolfdogs2.
The ONLY conclusive way to distinguish a wolf from a
dog is (1) through
genetic testing of the animal’s
mitochondrial and nuclear DNA and/or (2) through a skull
morphometric analysis, which involves taking measurements of the skull of the animal to distinguish the orbital
angle, the size and shape of the tympanic bullae, the size
and length of the skull, the volume of the cranial capsule,
and the border line of the palate (Iljin, 1944; Mech, 1971;
Federoff, 2002.). However, both of these methods require
time and money. Phenotyping can be done quickly in the
field and can yield fairly accurate results when done by an
experienced and knowledgeable individual.

4 ½” - 5”
4 ½” - 5”
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FOOTNOTES
1 The filial number refers to the number of generations that a
wolfdog is removed from a pure wolf. For example, an F1
wolfdog has one parent who is a pure wolf, while an F2
refers to an animal that has at least one grandparent who
is a pure wolf.
2 Because of the problems inherent in ascertaining correct
percentages of “wolf genes” in wolfdogs, many wolfdog
owners have begun to refer to their animals in general
terms as being low content (5%-39%), mid content (40%79%) or high content (80%-99%). These content ranges
encompass a larger spectrum and allow for a little more
leeway in ascertaining the “wolfiness” or “dogginess” of an
animal.

FIGURE 1: Size of a typical pentagonal wolf print.
(Print is to scale but smaller than actual size.)

NOTE: FLA assumes
no liability for animals
misidentified by anyone
adopting the criteria set
forth in this newsletter.
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(Continued on page 8)

FIGURE 2: Typical wolf gait (left) and
dog gait (right) while walking or trotting.
Figure is adapted from Iljin (1944)
and Taenzer (1923).

PAGE 8

TRAITS
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WOLF

WOLFDOG

WEIGHT

Males 95-100#, rarely exceeding 120#. Females 8085#, rarely exceeding 100#. Largest male on record
was 175# from southeastern Alaska.

Males 80-120#. Females 60-100#. As little as 50# and much
as 150# possible, depending mostly on dog type & some on
wolf type: smaller Eastern Timber or larger Tundra wolves.

HEIGHT

Average 26” - 32” at the shoulder; occasionally, 3’.

Usually between 24” - 34”, with most averaging 27” - 32”.

LENGTH

From nose to tip of tail: male 5’-6.5’; female 4.5’-6’.

Usually the same as the wolf.

COAT COLOR

White, through cream-colored, buff, tawny, reddish,
brownish, and gray to black. No sharp contrasts. The
agouti grays tend to dominate, with other colors tending to increase the higher the latitude. Wolves are
never born white and tend to lighten with age.

Same as the wolf—from white to black. However, most are
usually a grizzled sable or gray, called agouti, which can be
softly blended (wolfier) or starkly contrasting, with markings
similar to Sibes, Mals or GSDs, depending upon which and
how much dog is in the mix. Coat usually lightens with age.

COAT LENGTH
& TEXTURE

Fine yet dense, light undercoat; guard hair is stiff and
coarse. In north, fur is longer and denser.

Double coat. Fine yet dense, light undercoat; guard hair is
usually stiff and coarse. Silky fur is not common.

SHEDDING (MOLT)

Annually (summer). New coat is usually lighter.

Annually (summer). New coat may be lighter.

FACE/MASK

Blended; neither sharply contrasted nor white. Never a
widow’s peak.

Blended (wolf) or sharply contrasting mask (dog) or, less
common, no mask; the widow’s peak is a dog trait.

EYES

Pupils distinguished from iris. Eyes are almond shaped,
ringed in black and obliquely set, with the corner lines
intersecting toward the nose. . They are any shade of
brown (not dark brown/black), amber, yellow, or green.
Never blue.

Pupils distinguished from iris. Eyes usually almond-shaped
and obliquely set, with the corner lines intersecting toward
the nose. Round, droopy, black or dark brown eyes are uncommon and indicate dog. Amber/yellow indicate of wolf or
Mal; blue indicate Husky.

EARS

Small to medium. Pricked, slightly rounded & heavily
furred inside.

Small to medium usually. Pricked (rounded like a wolf or
pointed like a dog) & slightly to heavily furred inside.

SKULL

Wedge-shaped. (1) Orbital angle—angle between a line drawn through the upper and lower edges of eye socket and the
panic bullae—two domelike protrusions on base of skull just behind sockets of lower jaw—are large, convex & spherical;

STOP

Not pronounced, in part because of acute orbital angle.

Usually not pronounced because of orbital angle.

NOSE

Black, with longer & wider snout than most dogs.

Usually black. Pink usually indicates Husky or white GSD.

TEETH

Scissor bite; 42 teeth. Larger canines than dogs, reach- Scissor bite; 42 teeth (same as a wolf and a dog). Tooth size
ing 2 1/4” (including the portion embedded in the jaw). can be as large as a wolf or smaller, like a dog.

TAIL

Hangs straight; never curls over the back. Used exten- Hangs straight; never curls over and onto the back. Used
sively in varying positions to communicate. Low set.
extensively in varying positions to communicate. Low set.

PRECAUDAL
GLAND

Located about 3” below the start of the tail and surrounded by stiff, coarse hairs that are usually tipped with black in
the wolf and with either white or black in the wolfdog. Noticeable in both wolves and wolfdogs.

PAWS

Front paws angle outward at 4”x4” to 5”x5”. Four toes Five toes on the front (one being a dew claw). Should have
on the back and five on the front (one, a dew claw). No four toes on back, with no rear dew claws, but much depends
rear dew claws. Well furred between toes.
on the dog breed in the wolfdog. Well furred between toes.

NAILS

Non-retracting (not cat-like) and always black.

CHEST (Brisket)

Very deep, very narrow, and keel-shaped. Extends Usually deep, moderate to narrow, and keel-shaped. May or
slightly forward of the shoulder.
may not extend forward. Broader with age and weight gain.

SHOULDERS, LEGS,
ELBOWS & GAIT

Shoulders close together. Elbows angled into chest,
with paws turned out, allowing both fore and hind legs
on the same side to swing in the same line (i.e., the rear
paw is placed in track of front paw). Front legs closely
set. Rear usually cow hocked; slight bend at hock.

Shoulders close together. Elbows usually pressed into the
chest, with paws turned out. From front, legs closely to moderately spaced; not widely spaced. Rear legs can be cow
hocked; usually slight bend at hock.

ESTRUS

Annually in the spring at around two years old.

Usually annual (spring) or biannual: fall (Nov/Dec) & spring

Non-retracting; medium to long; black or opaque usually.
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SIBERIAN HUSKY

GERMAN SHEPHERD

Males 85-125#. Females 75-115#.

Males 45-60#. Females 35-50#.

Males 80-95#. Females 75-90#.

Males 25-28”. Females 23-26”.

Males 21-23.5”. Females 20-22”.

Males 24-26”. Females 22-24”.

Similar to wolves.

Shorter than the wolf.

Longer tail length than wolves.

White always on underbody, parts of legs, feet
and masked markings. Pronounced widow’s
peak. Light gray through intermediate shadings,
to black; gold through shades of red to liver.

White, white with saddle, silver and white,
sable, agouti (banded coat), gray, wolf gray,
black, mostly black, light red, and copper.
Commonly has variety of masks.

Solid black or gray, tan/gold with black saddle, sable are most common. Blues, livers,
albinos and whites are uncommon or usually
considered disqualifications.

Short to medium length. Thick, coarse guard
coat; dense, oily, & wooly undercoat.

Medium length. Outer coat straight and smooth
against body. Undercoat soft and dense.

Medium length; longer & denser on neck.
Straight and hard with dense, thick undercoat.

Annually (summer).

Annually (summer).

No shedding season.

Slight furrow between the eyes. Distinct
widow’s peak. Large, bulky muzzle.

Markings on head/face are common: widow’s
peaks to a variety of masks. Some masks are
very striking and not found in any other breed.

Muzzle and ears tend to be darker than the
face, but no obvious mask.

Eyes are obliquely set and are yellow to brown,
ringed in black in all but the reds. Reds tend to Almond shaped. Brown, blue, bi-eyed or partihave brown pigmentation around the eyes No
colored.
blue eyes.

Almond shaped. Somewhat obliquely set.
Eyes are as dark as possible.

Small to medium. Triangular, with slightly
rounded tips. Not high set.

Medium to large. Moderately pointed to
rounded tips.

Medium. Triangular and pointed. High set.

line drawn across top of skull. Wolves have more acute orbital angle: 40-45 degrees. Dogs have wider angle: 53-60 degrees. (2) In wolves, the tymin dogs, smaller, more compressed and slightly crumpled. (Mal—broad skull; round to flat cheeks. Husky—slightly rounded. GSD—wedge shaped.)
Slightly to moderately pronounced stop.

Well defined stop.

Slightly to moderately pronounced; not abrupt.

Black in all but the reds, which can be brown.

Black nose in grays, tans, & blacks. Liver nose
in copper dogs to pink in white dogs.

Predominately black.

Scissor bite; 42 teeth. Broad upper and lower
jaws with large teeth for a dog.

Scissor bite; 42 teeth. Moderate sized teeth.

Scissor bite; 42 teeth. Large teeth for a dog.

Well furred and plume shaped. Is NOT fox
brush. Moderately high set. Carried over back.

Well furred and fox-brush shape. Set somewhat Bushy and long. Set somewhat low. Slight
low and carried over back in a sickle curve.
saber curve. Never plumed or curled forward.

Somewhat noticeable, with coarse hairs tipped
in black or white.

Somewhat noticeable, with coarse hairs tipped
in black or white.

Like snowshoes; large and compact. Well
furred between toes. No rear dew claws.

Oval in shape; medium & compact in size. Well
Short & compact. Rear dew claws possible but
furred between toes. Paws not long, splayed, or
uncommon.
large; not turned in or out. No rear dew claws.

Short; black, white or opaque.

Short; black, white or opaque.

Short and black.

Broad, deep and keel-shaped. Extends well
forward of the shoulder, bulging.

Deep, moderately narrow and keel-shaped.
Does not extend forward of shoulder.

Deep, moderately wide, and keel-shaped. Extends forward of the shoulder.

Shoulders set tight to body; not straight or
Shoulders moderately sloping, heavily boned,
loose. Elbows not out. Paws neither in nor out.
and not straight. Front legs widely spaced apart.
Front legs slightly to moderately spaced. Rear
Rear legs track movement of front legs and
dew claws possible but uncommon. Moderate
have dew claws. Moderate bend in hock.
bend in hock.
Estrus occurs within the first year, with two estrus periods occurring annually.

Somewhat noticeable, with coarse hairs usually tipped in black.

Shoulder blades set moderately tight to body
& obliquely angled. Forelegs straight. Broad
thigh. Front legs moderately spaced. Very
pronounced bend at hock. Rear dew claws
possible but uncommon.
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Phenotyping: Honing Your Skills
By Kim Miles
Phenotyping (of canines) is the science (or art) of determining the breed
or type of canine based upon its looks
and behavior. Because it is not an exact science, it can be difficult to perform with any sort of accuracy. If you
studied the previous pages, you
should have learned which traits or
characteristics are more common to
wolves, and which are more consistent
with Malamutes, German Shepherds,
and Siberian Huskies. The following
page should now test what you have
learned, honing your skills in phenotyping or distinguishing between all
four types of canines based upon
nothing more than their physical characteristics. Study the photos below
and refer to the chart on pages 8-9
when guessing the contents of the animals on the following page. The answers are provided on page 12.

The Canine’s Body

stop

occiput
ear

nose

withers

tail insertion

muzzle

precaudal
gland or
mark

cheek
chest

brisket

hock

dew claw
hind foot

toes
forefoot

claws

German Shepherd

Alaskan
Malamute

Siberian Husky
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Phenotyping: The Guessing Game
Try to guess the dog and/or wolf content (filial number and percentage) of the animals
below. Answers are provided on the following page (pg 12).

6

1

8

3

2

4

9

7

5

10
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14
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Phenotyping: How Well Did You Do?
By Kim Miles
Earlier pages established which traits or characteristics were more common to wolves, and which were more consistent with Malamutes, German Shepherds, and Siberian Huskies. The previous page, in particular, should have
tested your skills in phenotyping or distinguishing between all four types of canines based upon nothing more than their
physical characteristics. Below are the answers to the Guessing Game featured on the previous page (page 11). Actual
percentages are included only for legitimately registered animals (i.e., registered with one of the three national wolfdog
registries: Iowolfer; United States of America Wolfdog Association; or Lupine AWAREness. Only the latter registry—
Lupine AWAREness—is still operational).
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

Mid content — line bred 47% F6 with German Shepherd
as the predominant dog breed
Mid content — 62% F2 with German Shepherd as the
predominant dog breed
Mid content — F2 with Siberian Husky as predominant
dog breed (in summer with blown coat; notice the more
oblique angle to the eyes in comparison to #5, a pure
Siberian Husky)
High content — Great Pyrenees is dog breed (notice the
dog-like prick ears that give away the dog inheritance—
and what you probably cannot see are the rear dew
claws, which further indicate dog in the animal)
AKC registered Siberian Husky (agouti type)
AKC registered German Shepherd
AKC registered Siberian Husky

8. Pure wolf, courtesy of Monty Sloan at Wolf Park in Battleground, IN (www.wolfpark.org)

9. Pure wolf (great grandmother to #2)
10. Low content — German Shepherd is the predominant
dog breed

11. Pure wolf, courtesy of Monty Sloan at Wolf Park in Battleground, IN (www.wolfpark.org)
12. Mid content — 72% F3 with long pedigree of Malamute,
German Shepherd, and Siberian Husky
13. Pure wolf (arctic)
14. Mid content
15. Mid content — F3 with Malamute, Siberian Husky
(daughter to #12 & #21)
16. AKC registered German Shepherd
17. Mid content —true F1 50% wolf and 50% Malamute (son
to #12)
18. Pure wolf — 7/8 British Columbian & 1/8 Arctic
19. AKC registered Malamute
20. Pure wolf
21. Mid content — F2 with Siberian Husky as predominant
dog breed (same animal as #3)
22. High content — 92% F1
23. AKC registered Siberian Husky
24. AKC registered (black) German Shepherd
25. AKC registered Siberian Husky

With all of the dogs that are passed off as “wolf hybrids,” many people unaccustomed to dealing with wolfdogs on
a regular basis may erroneously determine that an animal is a wolfdog simply because it may look “wolfy” in their rather
limited experience or contact with actual wolves and wolfdogs. Many of these people forget or do not know that agouti
Huskies, Inuit dogs, and a host of other dogs (most especially northern-breed dogs) and dog mixes can often yield a
pseudo-wolfy-looking animal and, yet, still be nothing more than a 100% bonafide dog.
The problem of inaccurately identifying dogs as wolves and wolfdogs is not isolated to any group or locale. It is a
problem encompassing all of North America. Last year, Animal Control confiscated and destroyed a Texas man’s
champion malamute because a neighbor had complained about the “wolf” next door; wolfdogs were illegal to own in his
county. The case was settled out of court. Approximately one year after the Wolf Cross Law banning wolfdogs was enacted in Michigan, an overzealous Animal Control officer in Oakland County confiscated an owner’s mixed breed dog.
The case went to court and was thrown out. The dog was eventually returned to its owner. The misidentification ended
up costing Oakland County an extensive amount of money because, in addition to being responsible for its own court
fees, the judge ordered the county to reimburse the owner's expenses.
In August of 2002, Dwayne Gauthier lost his pet Siberian Husky due to a similar erroneous determination. Three
weeks after his dog, Kiley, had escaped from his yard, Gauthier received word that someone had found her a week
earlier and had turned her over to the town’s Animal Control. When Gauthier tried claiming his dog, he learned that Animal Control had declared it a wolf and had contacted Alberta Environment officers. After searching Kiley for a tag or
tattoo and finding none, the Environment Officers concurred with Animal Control and decided that, as a wolf, she
should be ‘released’ back into the wild. Alberta Natural Resource Services officer Stuart Polege explained in a statement to the press that Kiley was mistakenly released into the wild approximately 15 miles from Edson, Alberta, Canada.
Gauthier was still looking for Kiley in September.
Fewer mistakes might be made pertaining to the identification of wolves and wolfdogs if those who specialize in
these animals—wolf sanctuary owners, experienced Fish & Wildlife personnel, owners or workers of wolf and wolfdog
organizations—are contacted to determine if, in their expert opinion, they think that an animal is or is not a wolf or wolfdog. Although phenotyping is not an exact science, it is currently the best method for identifying a wolf or wolfdog, but
only if performed by someone with experience in dealing with wolves and wolfdogs.
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16 WEEKS

ANNUALLY

14 WEEKS

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

LEPTOSPIROSIS

18 WEEKS

12 WEEKS

*

10 WEEKS

PARVOVIRUS

8 WEEKS

DISTEMPER

6 WEEKS

Do you know how to care for your
new puppy? The vaccination table
(right) is a general guide to vaccinating
your canine. If you decide to vaccinate
your animals yourself and have never
done so, you should check with your
veterinarian to see if certain vaccines
are needed in your area (some are not)
and to learn how to administer the
vaccine correctly.
Some veterinarians might begin a
vaccine protocol at five weeks of age
with the parvovirus vaccine; however,
there is no guarantee that the pup’s
immune system has developed enough
for the vaccine to be effective. Check
with your vet to determine if you live in
a high risk area and/or to determine
whether your pup should receive a
vaccine earlier than six weeks of age.
(Worming begins at three weeks.)
Some of you may also need to
bottle feed your pups. If so, an
excellent puppy formula recipe is
provided below.

5 WEEKS

Puppy Season Is Here: When to Vaccinate Your Puppy?

3
3

3

PARAINFLUENZA

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

HEPATITIS/
ADENOVIRUS

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

BORDATELLA
(Kennel Cough)
CORONAVIRUS

3

3

3

LYME DISEASE
RABIES

Puppy Formula Recipe
1 can goats milk
mix with equal amount of Pedialyte (or water)
3-5 heaping tablespoons Yogurt
Danon’s plain or vanilla yogurt—it must have
active culture
1 dropper Poly-vi-sol baby vitamins
(human)
1 package dried Knox Gelatin
dissolve in small amount of hot water
1 small jar beef baby food
without onions or seasoning
1 tablespoon white Karo Syrup

3

Quality FLA T-Shirts!

3

Men’s 100% Cotton & Ladies 50/50% Cotton/Spandex
Price: $15 (+ $3 Shipping)
Adult Sizes: SM, MD, LG, XL, XXL (Ladies’ run small)
Colors: Beige, Blue, Sage, Aqua, Red, Peach, Purple, etc.

Soon, we will be able to sell the T-Shirts online; but
for now… contact FLA via email

to place your

T-Shirts!

Mix well in a blender and refrigerate. Feed pup two
ounces every two hours.
Goat’s milk is more readily digestible and easier on the stomach than cow’s milk. Beef cereal is a highly digestible form of
protein. Yogurt provides active cultures in their internal flora
and is a good source of fat, calories and protein. Knox Gelatin
is good for the connective tissue and the eyes, protecting
against juvenile cataracts. Variations of this formula include
rice cereal for babies and egg yolks when the pup is approximately three weeks old. Some breeders also substitute canine
or equine Red Cell for baby vitamins. Others may also substitute whole buttermilk for goat’s milk, but this is done gradually,
over several days, and when the pup is about three weeks old.

3

FRON
T
BA C K

OF T-S
HIRT

order:
info@floridalupine.org.
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Human Allergies to Dogs
By Drs. Foster & Smith, Veterinary & Aquatic Services Department
While we spend a lot of time discussing pets' allergies, we often forget to
mention peoples' allergies to pets.
Thousands of people suffer from allergies to animals. Some of the most
heartbreaking cases we see are people who dearly love a dog or cat and
then develop a severe allergy to her
and must decide between keeping
her and suffering daily, or placing the
dog in a new home. Fortunately,
there are several options for pet owners that have allergies to dogs.

aware that when their allergies are
acting up, they will suffer from itchy
eyes, runny nose, asthma symptoms,
red itchy skin or a rash. Often, people
that are unaware that they have allergies, especially children, will suffer
from some of these symptoms and
may have a greatly increased incidence of 'colds' and asthma symptoms. If the person is separated from
the animal for several days to weeks
many of these symptoms will subside
only to reoccur when they come into
contact with the animal again.

Who gets pet allergies?

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Are there hypoallergenic dogs?
Pet allergies can strike anyone at any
age. Most people that suffer from pet
allergies often have other mild or
moderate allergies to pollens or
molds. There is believed to be a
strong genetic correlation in contracting allergies. In other words, if your
parents have allergies, then you are
likely to have them also. According to
the American Academy of Allergy,
Asthma & Immunology, allergies to
dogs or cats occur in approximately
15% of the population.

There are no hypoallergenic dogs, nor
are there any dogs that do not shed.
All dogs shed, though some dogs
have a much denser hair coat than
others and shed a larger quantity of
hair than those with a thin hair coat.
But since the dander and not the hair
is the problem, shedding is not that
important in allergy control. Some
breeds, in general, appear to have
less dander and these include Poodles, Terriers and Schnauzers. As we
mentioned earlier, many people are
What part of the animal are people allergic to certain types or individual
allergic to?
animals and not others.
People with pet allergies might want
People allergic to animals are often to consider getting a reptile or fish as
allergic to the dander (dead skin that a pet.
is continually shed), saliva, or urine.
Because dogs and cats are the most How can a person reduce allergic
common pets, they top the list of ani- symptoms to a pet?
mals that people are most allergic to.
However, people can also be allergic If you or a member of your family is
to birds, hamsters, rabbits, mice, part of the 15% of our population alguinea pigs, and larger animals such lergic to pets, there are things you can
as horses, goats, and cows. As peo- do to help keep allergic reactions unple that suffer from allergies can tell der control and make your home a
you, there are often certain types of much more comfortable place to live.
animals that they are more allergic to Even if you do not have allergies,
than others. In addition, there may be these tips are helpful if you have
certain animals within a given species guests in your home that are allergic
that they are more allergic to. This to animals.
appears particularly true with cats.
● We spend from one third to one
half of our time in our bedrooms.
What are the symptoms?
By keeping the animals out of the
bedrooms at all times, we can
People with multiple allergies are well
greatly reduce the symptoms of

●
●
●

pet allergies.
Install a good "HEPA" air cleaner.
Close the ducts to the bedrooms
and use electric heaters.
Clean and vacuum regularly.
Bathe your pet weekly.
Do not allow your pet on the furniture.
Do not allow your pet in your car.
(Or use car seat covers when your
pet is in the car.)
Brush your pet daily and use an
allergy-reducing spray such as
Allerpet.
Keep your pet's skin healthy by
feeding a good multivitamin and a
fatty acid supplement.
Encourage the pet to spend more
time outdoors.
Wash your hands after handling
the pet, his toys, bed, etc.
See your physician and discuss
possible immunotherapy or medications.

Summary
Telling an allergic pet owner to just not
have a pet or to get rid of their own pet
is not a realistic option the majority of
the time. The same holds true for telling people that are allergic to animals
to just avoid them. Animals and pets
are a very integral part of our lives and
it is impossible to avoid contact with
them. By adopting some good management strategies, we can help allergic pet owners keep their pets. At the
same time, even if we do not have
allergies ourselves, with a little empathy and consideration on our part, we
can make life much easier for our
friends and relatives who suffer from
allergies to our pets.

Copyright © 2010 Drs. Foster and
Smith, Inc. Reprinted as a courtesy
and with permission from PetEducation.com (www.PetEducation.com).
Call 1-800-323-4208 to order their free
pet supply catalog, or visit their online
store at www.DrsFosterSmith.com.
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Shaping the Wolf Within Your Dog
By Nathan B. Childs
Book Review by Joan E. Ford
“Why,” asks Florida dog trainer and
author Nathan Childs, “study wolves” to
learn how to train your dog? Childs’ book
Shaping the Wolf Within Your Dog
provides you with the answers, primary
of which is that dogs share with wolves
the most basic of all canine traits — the
need to be part of a pack structure, be that
pack only you and your dog or your
family and multiple dogs.
There is so much educational information in this book regarding dog
training that it is difficult to decide which
issues to focus on, but the best starting
point is to explain Childs’ philosophy of
training, which is neither “force” training
nor positive conditioning (“reward”
training).
Rather Childs’ preference is the
technique he perfected over decades of
practice; his emphasis is on learning to
read and speak “dog” and to teach your
dog(s) the proper place each one holds
within the pack structure, with you, the
human, always the alpha leader.
Of particular interest is Childs’
descriptions of and explanations for

aggressive dogs: the dog attempting to
assert its dominance, the neurotic dog
who is fearful, the abused dog who has
finally had enough and strikes back. The
discussion of dominance and the upwards
spiral of dog bite incidents in the last 30
years, he asserts, can be attributed to the
the owner’s lack of understanding of the
dog’s need for consistent human
leadership.
Childs has studied the animals at
Seacrest Wolf Preserve, and he has
owned and worked with wolfdogs, and
while he does not recommend them for
everyone, he does argue that with the
right owner and diligent training, these
canines can be rewarding companions. (In
his experience, he has found that the most
stable wolfdogs are not 50/50 F1 crosses
between dogs and wolves, but rather
wolfdogs bred to other wolfdogs.)
Although Childs includes an
interesting bibliography at the end of the
book regarding the behavior and/or
training of both wolves and dogs, this
book stands alone in offering owners both
fundamental and advanced pack

A local business was looking for office help.
They put a sign in the window, stating the following: “Help Wanted. Must be able to type, must be
good with a computer and MUST be bilingual. We
are an Equal Opportunity Employer.”
A short time afterwards, a wolfdog trotted up to
the window, saw the sign and went inside. He
looked at the receptionist and wagged his tail, then
walked over to the sign, looked at it and whined a
bit.
Getting the idea, the receptionist got the office manager.
The office manager looked at the wolfdog and was surprised,
to say the least. However, the wolfdog looked determined, so
he led him into the office.
Inside, the wolfdog jumped up on a chair and stared at
the manager. The manager said, "I can't hire you. The sign
says you have to be able to type."
The wolfdog jumped down, went to the typewriter and
proceeded to type out a perfect letter. He took out the page,
trotted over to the manager and gave it to him, then jumped
back up on the chair.

reinforcing techniques for handling both
puppies and adult canines.
The book is neither humorless nor
heavy handed; you need only read his
explanation of why dogs hump your leg:
dogs are intelligent animals; they do not
think they are mating with you, but are,
instead, trying to establish their
territory, and unless you want to wonder
around with a front set of canine legs
encircling yours, it is best to let the dog
quickly learn its place in your pack.

The manager was stunned, but then he told
the wolfdog, "The sign also says you have to be
good with a computer."
The wolfdog jumped down again and went
to the computer and proceeded to enter and execute
a perfect program that worked flawlessly the first
time.
By this time, the manager was totally
dumbfounded! He looked at the wolfdog and said, "I
realize that you are a very intelligent animal and have some
interesting abilities. However, I still can't give you the job."
The wolfdog jumped down and went over to a copy of
the sign and put his paw on the sentence that stated the company was an Equal Opportunity Employer.
The manager said, “Yes, but the sign also says that you
have to be bilingual.”
The wolfdog looked at the manager very calmly and
said, “Meow.”
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